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Introduction and statement of results. Throughout this
paper X denotes a uniformly convex real Banach space and C is
nonempty closed subset of X. Let J be an unbounded subset of [0, oo)
such that
for every t, s e J,
t/s e J
(1.1)
and
t--s e J
for every t, s e J with
(1.2)
A family {T(): e J} of mappings from C into itself is called an
asymptotically nonexpansive semi-group on C if
for t, s e J
T(t / s)-= T(t)T(s)
(1.3)
and there exists a function a: J-[0, oo) with lim a()--1 such that
for every x, y e C and t e J.
(1.4) [[T(t)x--T(t)y[[a(t)][x--yl[
In particular if a(t)--l, then {T(t) t e J} is called a nonexpansive semigroup on C. The set of fixed points of {T(t) t e J} will be denoted by
F, i.e. F--{xeC: T()x--x for all eJ}. We denote by C[0, oo)
(C[0, oo)) the set of increasing (nondecreasing) continuous functions
defined on [0, oo).
In this paper we deal with the strong convergence of trajectories
of semi-groups. Our first result is the following which extends and
unifies several results in [1], [2], [4].
Theorem 1. Let {T(t) t e J} be an asymptotically nonexpansive
and let x e C. Suppose that
semi-group on C with F
(al) there exist Xo F, e C1[0, oo), e C[0, oo) and a nonnegative
function b defined on J with lim b(h)-1 such that
(1[ T(h)u T( h)v 2x0 II) (b(h) Ilu v 2x0 []) + [(b(h)
q([[ T(h)u- Xo I[) / q(b(h)[I v Xo I[) (1[ T(h)v Xo
for every u, v e {T(t)x t e J} and h e J and
(a2)
liml[T(t-h)x--T(t)xll=O
for every heJ.
1.

- -=,

t--.

Then {T(t) t e J} converges strongly as t--oo to an element of F.
Remark. Suppose that T: C-C is nonexpansive (i.e. Tu--Tvl[
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__llU--Vll for u, v e C), 0 e C, TO-O and there exists c_0 such that
(1.5)
ITu-Tvl_llu-v]l-c{I]u]] ]Tul]-IIvlt--[]Tvl }
or all u, v e C.
(This condition has been considered in [3]. Note that (1.5) with c-O
is satisfied if T is odd.) Then the nonexpansive semi-group {T n--1,
2,
} satisfies condition (a) with Xo- O, (t) t 4z(t) cff and b(n)-- 1.
Corollary. Let C be a closed convex subset of X, T" C-+C be a
nonexpansive mapping with F(T):/:, where F(T) is the set of fixed
points of T, and let x C. Suppose that
there exist xoeF(T), convex functions eC [0, c) and
e C [0, c) such that

,

([I Tu- Xo I) + +(ll v- x0 ll)- (ll To-- Xo
e C.
v
every
u,
for
]
e
(0, 1)(((1--)I-T)x} converges strongly as
each
Then for
n--c to an element of F(T), where I is the identity.
Let A cX X be accretive. It is well known that if R(I- 2A)
D(A) for sufficiently small 0, then there exists a nonexpansive
semi-group (T(t)" t_0} on D(A) such that T(t)x=lim_o/(I/A)-"x
for t_ O, x e D(A) and T(t)x" [0, c)-X is continuous for every
x e D(A). (See [5].) We say that (T(t)" t_O} is the nonexpansive semigroup generated by A.
Let / be a gauge function, i.e. /e C1, [0, c) with /(0)=0 and
lim_ Z(t)-c. We define F, (duality mapping with gauge function
/) and (,) by
F(u)--{feX*’(u,f)--lull.tlfl and Ilfi=/(llul)} orueZ
and
for u, v e X.
(v, u},=sup{(v, f)" f e F,(u)}
It is easily seen that (v,u},_]vl]./(lu),
+(v, u}, or real a, and A is accretive i and only if (y-v, x-u},O
for every [x, y], [u, v] e A.
As applications o Theorem i we obtain the following theorems"
Theorem 2. Let AcXX be an accretive operator with
such that R(I+2A)D(A) for e (0, 20), and let x D(A). Suppose
that
(b) there exist xo A-O, gauge functions o, o, and a continuous
function k0" (0, c) (0, )-[0, ) such that if
[x, y] ([Jx, (I-J)J-x/] n_l and 0o, x-Xo (i=1, 2),
$hen

(y+y., x+x-2Xo}o+ko([[x--Xo[[, x.-Xol[) i=1 (Y,
Let (T(t)" t_O} be the nonexpansive semi-group on D(A) generated
by A. If limt_llT(t+h)x--T(t)xll=O for every hO, then (T(t)x"
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t_0} converges strongly as t--c to an element of F.
Theorem 3. Let AcXX be anaccretive operatorwith A-0:
such that R(I+2A)D(A) for e (0, o) and let x e D(A). If (b) is
satisfied, then for each e (0, o) {Jx} converges strongly as n-+c to
an element of A 0.
Remark. Theorem 2 is an extension o Gripenberg’s theorem [6,
Theorem 1]. In 2ct, his condition ((1.4) in [6]) implies (b) with 0(t)
=0(t)-t since {[Jx,(I-J)J-lx/] n_l and 00}A. Our
condition (b) is satisfied if A is an odd operator with R(I+ 2A)D(A)
for e 0, 0) or the subdifferential o2 a convex unction given in [8,
Theorem], [6, Proposition 2]. So Theorem 3 is an extension o [4,
Theorem 2.4 (a)].
2. Proofs of theorems. Proof of Theorem 1. Put d--limt
IIT(t)X--Xoll. The conclusion is trivial when d=0. Now let d>0. It
follows from (a0 that
(2.1)
for every h e J.
lim T(t+h)x+ T(t)x--2Xol[=2d
By (a) with u= T(t)x and v= T(s)x we have
( T(t + h)x + T(s + h)x-- 2x011) (b(h) T(t)x / T(s)x-- 2x0 I)
+[(b(h) T(t)X-- Xol )--qr( T(t/ h)x-- Xoll)
+r(b(h)[IT(s)X--Xo )--(llT(s+h)x--Xo I)] or t, s, h e J.
Letting h--c, (2.1) and lim b(h)= 1 imply
(2d) ( T(t)x / T(s)x-- 2x0 II) + [(11T(t + h)x-- Xo I)
+ 4x(ll T(s)x Xo II) 2(d)],
and hence (2d) _lim in (I T(t)x+ T(s)x-2Xol while lim sup (11T(t)x

_

+ T(s)x--2Xo])<_lim, (I]T(t)X--Xo 1+] T(s)X--Xo])=(2d).
lim e(ll T(t)x + T(s)x--2Xoll)=(2d)
and then
(2.2)

So

lim T(t)x+ T(s)x--2Xol =2d.

Therefore, by uniform convexity o X and lim, T(t)X--Xo =d0
we have lim,l[T(t)x--T(s)xll=O, whence {T(t)x" t e J} cnverges
Q.E.D.
strongly as tc. Clearly the limit is an element of F.
Proof of Corollary. Let 0<2<1 and set Ta=(1--2)I/2T. Clearly Ta" C-C is a contraction and Taxo=Xo. Since

IlTu/ Tv-2xo[l<_, [Tu+ Tv--2xoll/(1--,) u+v--2Xo l,
(1.6) and the convexity of ? and imply

+(I Tu+ Tv--2xoll)<_+2+( Tu+ Tv--2Xo I)+(1--)+(lu+v--2xoll)
<_(llu+v-2xoll)+[(llu-xo )-( Tu-xol )
+ (11 v x0 II) (ll Tv Xo
<_( u+v-2xol)+[(lu-xol)--(ITu-xoll)
for every u, v e C.
Therefore the nonexpansive semi-group {T?’n= 1, 2,
} on C satisfies
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condition (a) with b(n)--l. Since lim, IIT2+-x--T2xll--O (see [7]), it
follows from Theorem 1 that {T2x} converges strongly to a point in
Q.E.D.
F(T)=-F(T).
Proof of Theorem 2. Since A-lOaF, there exists a constant
d_>0 such that lim,_ T(t)X--Xo[[=2d. The conclusion is trivial when
d=0. Now let d0. By virtue of Theorem 1 it suffices to show that
by
(a) is satisfied. To this end we define M,
e
[d, x-x0]},
(2.3)
M=sup{k0(, )"

,

,

(t)=joO()

(.)

fo to,

Clearly p C [0, ) and @ C [0, ). We fix arbitrary numbers
t, tO and h>O. Since Jxo=Xo for 2>0 and T(t)x=limo+ J/nx for
tO, we can choose 2 e (0, 2o) such that if 2 (0, 2) then
(2.6) dJ+/X-XoilX-Xo for Ok[h/2] and i=1,2.
Let 02 and Ogk[h/], and put l=[t/]. Noting J+X#Xo
(bye(2.6)), it follows from (b) that

O

J+x 2Xo

(J+-lx--J+x),
i=1

+ ko(] J x-- Xo ]],

]J

po

x-- Xo

Moreover (J+-lz--J+z, J+z--zO)o20 by the aeeretivity of A and
0 e Axo, and o(lJ+X-Xoll, llJ+X--Xoll)M by (2.6). Consequently,
i=1

i=1

r,: 4 +

-

-o,

&=l+_o
+

0() d$+M

o

r,,4+ -1_o,

o() d

[(11J+-x Xoll)-(llJx Xo II)].
Adding these inequalities for
1, 2, ..., [h/2] and recalling l=

=

i=1

(i=1, 2), we have

+

[( J/z zo ) (1J/n+/z- Zo )].
i=1
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lim0+ J/+/x-T(h+t)x, by letting +-+0/ in (2.7) we obtain

(ll= T(t + h)x--2x011 ) <_o([1 T(t)x--2Xoll ) +

:

[( T(t)X-- Xol,)

+( T(t + h)x- Xo )].
Q.E.D.
Thus {T(t)" t0} satisfies (a)with b(h)--l.
put
e
d=lim
Let
and
Proof of Theorem
(0, 0)
lJ?x-Xo.
The conclusion is trivial when d=0. Let d0, then
or n0.
Od[Jx-Xol]l[X-Xo
We define M,
by
the
In
way o obtaining
similar
(2.3)-(2.5).
#
(2.7), we have

.

,

( [J +x

x0 )]

or l,

l, n 0.
Thus the nonexpansive semi-group {J" nl} en D(A) satisfies
condition (a) with b(n)--l. Moreover lim_+llJ+x-Jxl]=O by [4,
Corollary 1.1 and Prpcsition 2.1]. So the conclusion is obtained rom
Q.E.D.
Theorem 1.
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